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COVID-19: Community, Commitment, Controversy and Challenges
COVID-19: Challenges, Controversy, Commitment and Community response

By many publicised accounts the Covid-19 pandemic lockdown has exposed institutional deficiencies across society and the economy 
globally. The hard and regrettable distinction between developed and underdeveloped societies has been demolished. The state, to different 
degrees, has been found wanting. Societies under authoritarian and inadequate leadership have suffered proportionally the greatest number 
of fatalities. Previously already stark social inequalities have been dramatically widened. Social insurance has proved inadequate to the 
provisioning of basic social needs. Infection related deaths among the elderly in so-called developed societies have come under the spotlight. 
Poor and working classes have borne the brunt of inadequate supplies of critical medical materials, facilities and care. Political differences 
have been accentuated with democrats arguing for saving lives and conservatives arguing for a return to economic normality. This list goes 
on.
A growing number of detractors aside, the South African state was lauded internationally for its positive early response in centrally imposing 
the current lockdown. Science immediately became the yardstick for decisions made. Social scientific surveys have become a norm across 
a bewildering array of matters, topics and issues. The pandemic galvanised the local state to address the provisioning of basic amenities 
such as water to rural communities, initiate emergency payments from the Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF) and subsidies to all manner 
of busines enterprises. The black market announced itself publicly. Corruption again reared its ugly head. Commentators of all persuasions 
expressed themselves widely. Face masks took on dimensions of social class, politics and levels of public awareness. Communication has 
been revolutionised. New or fashionable expressions such as ‘new normal’ are gaining traction.
 his is a call for short, concise and crisp reflection, review or research papers on any of the many aspects the current global health crisis has 
thrown up in a manner unprecedented in over a century. 

Themes
Trauma and gender-based violence in the home
Prolonged uncertainty and the effects of pandemic fatigue 
Managing grief and the expectation of grief
The relationship between plague and social upheaval
Isolation and the elderly and disabled
Communities left behind by lockdown
The health and safety of social institutions amidst Covid 19
Testing the health of the South African judicial system
Challenges to state of disaster laws
Best practices in emergency remote teaching (ERT)
Human rights advocacy during lockdown
Preparedness for the provision of basic services during health disasters
Resilience and despair among medical practitioners
A social revaluation of essential services
Reconciling lockdown laws with policing practice
The future of library and information sciences after Covid 19 
The semiotics of facemasks and facemask wearing
Benchmarking South Africa’s Covid 19 successes and failures against international norms
Indigenous healing amid Covid-19
Change management augmented/realigned
Managing finances under strain...
State of the dwindling economy
Tourism and hospitality sector drained
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